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643. ON A GENERALIZATION OF CERTAIN RESULTS
OF A. OSTROWSKI AND A. LUPA~

Gradimir V. Milovanovic and Igor Z. Milovanovic

o. In [1] G. GROSShas proved the following result (see also [2], [3]):

Let f and g be integrable functions on [a, b]. Then

(0.1) 1ID(f, g) I~-(Oscf) (Oscg),
4 [a, hI [a, hI

where
h h h

D(f, g)=~ Jf(x)g(x)dx--~ {f(x)dx Jg(x)dx.
b-a (b-a)'. .

a a a

The constant ~ is the best possible one.
4

A. OSTROWSKI([3]) has proved a certain class of inequalities connected with
(0.1) imposing stronger conditions for f and g.

For instance, if g is bounded and measurable on [a, b] and f' E U (a, b), then

(0.2)

V

h

b-a 1ID(f, g)[ ~-
V

-(Oscg) - Jf' (x)Zdx
4 2 [a,hI b-a

a
holds.

Besides, if g'EL2 (a, b), then

(0.3)

A. LUPA~([4]) found the best possible constant in the last inequality: (b-a)'.
7t2

Also, A. LUPA~ in [4] obtained the following inequality

b-a

V
I J[D(f, g)I~-(Oscg) - hf'(x)2dX,

27t [a, hI b-a
a

which is stronger than the inequality (0.2).
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We shall give some generalizations of inequalities (0.3) and (0.1) in our
paper. Namely, instead of bounds for D (f, g) we shall find bounds for
T(f, g) = A (fg; p) - A (f; p) A (g; p), where

b

Jp (x)f(x) dx

A(f;p)=a
b

Jp (x) dx
a

A (f; p) is a special case of OSTROWSKI'Sgeneral means M (f) introduced
in [3].

1. Let W/ [a, b) be the space of all functions u which are locally absolutely
b

continuous on (a, b), with Jru'2 dx< + 00.
a

On account of the Theorem 3.1 of BEESACK([5]) we can prove the following
auxilary result:

Lemma 1. Let - 00<£'a<b<£'+ 00, and let p be positive and continuous on (a, b) with
b

Jpdt = P< + 00. Set r (x) = lip (x). Then, if u is an integral on [a, b) with u (a) = 0
a

b

and Jru'2 dx< + 00 we have
a

(I.I)
b b

J
4p2

fp (x) U(X)2 dx ~ -;-;-. r (x) u' (X)2 dx

aa

with equality if and only if u is given by

(1.2)
x

u(x)=Bsin(2~J pdt)
a

where B is arbitrary constant.

x

Proof. The hypotheses on u implies that u (x) = Ju' (t) dt for a<£.x<b. If
a

a is finite this is equivalent to saying that u (a) = 0 and u is locally absolutely conti-
x

nuous on [a, b). To prove (1.1), set u=yz, where y(x)=sin(V~o Jpdt)
a

2

for xE [a,b), with 1..0= ~. It is easy to verify that (ri), = - AoPY on (a, b).4p2
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Now if a<a<~<b, we have

[3 [3

J ru'2 dx = Jr (y1 Z'2 + 2 zz' yy' + y'l Zl) dx
<X <X

[3 [3

1

[3
[3

= Jry2 Z'2 dx + Jry'l Zl dx + ryy' Zl
<X- JZl [y (ry')' + ry'l] dx

<X <X <X

[3 [3

= J ry2z'2dx+r(;')u21: +1.0
J

pu2dx

<X <X

I

p [3

;;;,r(y'/y)u2
<X

+ AoJ pu2dx.
<X

(1.3)

Hence
[3 [3 x

JpU2 dx ~ 1.0 -1 Jru'2 dx+ 1.0-I {V);o U(X)2 ctg (V~ Jpdt)} I;.
<X <X a

Since
IX IX IX C(

o ~ u (a)2 = (J u' dt
)2 ~ ( J VJj V-r Iu' Idt r~ (J pdt) (J ru'2 dt) .

a tl u a

i.e.,
<X

<X Jpdt

o ~
u (<X):

:::::(J ru'2 dt)
a

<X -+ 0 as a -+ a + .

sin (IIi;, Jpdt)
a

sin (V~~ Jp dt)
a a

we have
<X

U (a)2 ctg (VAo Jpdt) -+ 0 as a -+ a + .
a

Then, from (1.3) it follows

fJ [3 fJ [3

J pu2dx~Ao-1 J ru'ldx-Ao-1/2u(~)2ctg(VAoJ pdt);:;:;Ao-1J ru'ldx,
a a a a

where a<~<b. Now let ~-+b- to obtain the inequality (1.1).
The above proof shows that equality can hold in (1.1) only if z' = 0, or u = By

x

for some constant B. Moreover, for any such u, we do have u (x) = Ju' dt,
. a

and uE W,2 [a, b] as one easily verifies, so that u is an admissible function. By
direct substitution one sees that equality does hold in (1.1) for such u.

The following result can be similarly proved (see Theorem 3.2 from [5]).
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Lemma 2. Let - oo~a<b~ + 00, and let p be positive and continuous on (a, b)
b

with Jpdt = P< + 00. Set r (x) = lip (x). If u is an integral on (a, b] with u (b) = 0,
o
b

and Jru'2 dx< + 00, the inequality (1.1) still holds, with equality if and only if u
o

is given by
b

U(x)=BJsin(2~pI pdt),

x
where BJ is arbitrary constant.

b

Theorem 1. Let p be positive and continuous on (a, b) with Jpdt=P< + 00.
o

Set r (x) = lip (x), and let 'a<~<b. Then for all FE W/ [a, b] the inequality
b !; b b

(1.4) Ip (F(x) - F(~))2 dx;;a ;2 max {( Ip dt f, (Ip dt f} I rF' (x)2dx

!;o o o
holds.

Equality in (1.4) holds if and only if

r
jpdt

IBI sin(; T--) h (q) (a;;ax;;a~),

J

Jpdt

F(x)=B2+ 0

x

Jpdt

B/ sin (; \--) h ( - q) (~;;a x ;;ab),

Jpdt

1;
1; b

where Bp B/, B2 are arbitrary constants, q= Jpdt- Jpdt and his Heaviside's
o 1;

function.

Proof. Let a<~<b. Applying Lemma 2 and Lemma 1 on the right hand side
of equality

b 1; b

Jp (x) (F(x)- F(~))2dx= Jp(x)(F(x) - F(~))2dx + Jp(x)(F(x)- F(~))2 dx,
o 0 1;

we obtain (1.4). Notice that x~ u = F (x) - F (~) has the required behaviour at x =~.

Corollary 1. Let functions p and r satisfy the conditions as in Theorem 1 and let ~
be such that

(1.5)

1; b

Jpdt= Jpdt.
.. t

$ PubJikacije Eloktrotehni~kog fakulteta
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Then

( 1.6)
b b

Jp (x) (F(x) - F (~»)2 dx ~ (:r J r (x) F' (X)2 dx,

a a

with equality if and only if

F(x)=B2+
x

(~~x~b),

where Bp B/, B2 are arbitrary constants.

Proof. Since
I; b b b I;

Q=max{J pdt, JPdt}=
~

{Jpdt+IJPdt- JPdtj},
a I; a I; a

with regard to (1.5), we have Q = ~ P.
2

Then, Corollary 1 follows from Theorem.1.

REMARK 1. Notice that (1.6) holds only for the single ~such that (1.5) holds, and not for all ~.

b

2. Define II h II,= (Jr (x) h (X)2dx )1/2.
a

b

Theorem 2. Let pEC (a, b), p (x»0, Jpdt = p < + OCJ
a

f, gEW/ [a, b], the inequality

(2.1) IT(f, g) I~ ~ Ii!' II, Iig' 1\,1C

and r(x) = l{p(x). If

holds. If

(2.2) f(x) = A +Bsin 6 (x), g(x)- C + D sin 6 (x),
b x

where 6 (x) = 21CA Jpdt - Jp dt), the equality appears in (2.1).

x a

b

Proof. Let us prove at first the existence of the integrals Jpf(X)2 dx
a

b

and Jpf(x)dx.
a
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Let ~E(a, b). According to the Theorem I we have

b

Jp(J(x)-f(~»2dx< + 00.
a

Hence also
b b b

Jp If (x) -f(~) Idx~ (J pdX)1/2(J p (J(x)- f(~»2 dx Y'2 < + 00,
a a a

b b b

so Jp(J(x)-'-f(~»dx exists, and since Jpdx exists, so does fpf(x)dx.
a a a

But then, since

b b b b

Jp(J(x)-f(~»2dx=J pf(X)2dx-2f(~)J pf(x)dx+f(~)2J pdx.
a a a a

b

it also follows that Jpf(X)2 dx exists.
a

Since

T(f, f) = A (f; p) - A (f; p)2

b b

= ~{J pf(X)2dx-A(f;p) fPf(X)dx}

a a

b

= ~ Jp{f(x)2-f(x)A(f; p)-f(x)f(~)+f(~)A(f; p)}dx

a

b

=~J p (j(x) - A (f; p» (J(x) - f(~»dx,
a

and
b

T(f,f) = ~J p(j(x)-A (f; p»2dx~O,

a

applying CAUCHY'Sinequality, we obtain

b b

IT(f, fW ~ ;2 Jp (j(x) - A (f; p»2 dx Jp (j(x) -f(~»2 dx

a a
b

= ~
T(f, f)

J
p (j(x) - f(~»2dx,

a
i.e.,

b

O~T(f,f)~
~ J p(J(x)-f(~»2dx.

"
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Chose ~ so that the condition (1.5) is satisfied. Then, with regard to (1.6), the last
inequality becomes

T(f, f) ~
p

lif'II,2.
7r2

Similarly,

T(g, g) ~ ~ II
g' I!,z.

7r
. .

Finally, using inequality IT(f, g) 12~T(f,f) T(g, g) proved in [2] for general
means, including A (f; p) as a special case, we obtain (2.1).

Inequality (2.1) can not be improved. Namely, whenfand g, given with (2.2)
are directly substituted in inequality (2.1), the equality is obtained.

REMARK2. For p(x)51, the inequality (2.1) reduces to inequality obtained by A. LUPA~ ([4]).

On account'of the inequality IT(g, g) I~~ (Osc g)2 proved in [2] for general
- 4 [a,bl

means, we can prove the following result:
b

Theorem 3. Let pEC(a,b), p(x»O, !pdt=P<+oo and r(x)=lfp(x).
a

If fE W/ [a, b] and g is a measurable, bounded function, then

IT(f, g) I~
Vp

11f' II, (Osc g).
27r [a,b]

REMARK 3. For p (x)=I, the inequality (2.3) reduces to LUPA~ inequality ([41)

Vb-a
ID (/, g) 1~-IIf' III (Oseg).

27r [a,bl

REMARK4. Using JACOBI'Sweight function x I-+p(X)=(1-X)" (1+ x)1\ where ex,~>-I, a= -I,
b = I, the inequality (2.1) is reduced to

(2.3)

1 1 1

I J
p(X)f(x)g(x)dx-

~ J
p(x)f(x)dx

J
P(X)g(X)dXI

-I -I -I
1 1

C2

( J
f'(X)2 Jg' (X)2 )

1/2
$;- - dx -dx
- 7r2 p (x) p (x)

,
-I -I

where C=2,,+r>+1 r(ex+l)r(~+I).

r(ex+~+2)

3. The following theorem generalizes an A. LUPA~' inequality ([9]) in connection
with an A. OSTROWSKI'S result (see [10], [11], [12]).

b

Theorem 4. Let pEC(a, b), p(x»O, !pdt=P< + 00, r(x)= Ifp(x) and
a

fE W,z [a, b]. Then

(3.1)
x b

If(x).- A (f; p)
I

~
7r~p max {J pdt, JPdt} 11f' II,

a x
for every xE(a, b).
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Proof. Applying CAUCHY'Sinequality on the right hand side of equality

b

If(x) - A (/; p) 12 <=~;
I JP (j(t) - f(x») dt 12,

a

we obtain
b

If (x) - A (/; p) 12~
~ JP (j(t) - f(X»)2 dt,

a

which combined with (1.4) gives (3.1).

.
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